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Abstract—With our reliance on software continuously increasing, it is of utmost importance that it be reliable. However, complete prevention of bugs in live systems is unfortunately an impossible task due to time constraints, incomplete testing, and developers not having knowledge of the full stack. As a result, mitigating risks for systems in production through hot patching and hot fixing has become an integral part of software development. In this paper, we first give an overview of the terminology used in the literature for research on this topic. Subsequently, we build upon these findings and present our vision for an automated framework for predicting and mitigating critical software issues at runtime. Our framework combines hot patching and hot fixing research from multiple fields, in particular: software defect and vulnerability prediction, automated test generation and repair, as well as runtime patching. We hope that our vision inspires research collaboration between the different communities.

Index Terms—Software Engineering, Software maintenance, Predictive maintenance, Prediction methods, Repair

I. INTRODUCTION

Ensuring that deployed software is completely bug-free is almost always infeasible. Program verification is an undecidable problem [1], and deployment of software verification techniques comes with many challenges [2], [3]. In practice, software bugs are thus typically discovered through testing [4]. However, as quoted by Dijkstra, testing is incomplete and can only show the presence not the absence of bugs [5]. Moreover, even when bugs are discovered prior to deployment, developers do not always have time to fix them due to tight release deadlines. Post-production bugs are very costly to enterprises [6] as they affect system availability and robustness. In user-facing systems, this may damage the enterprise’s reputation. Therefore, when discovered, these types of bugs are of the highest importance to all stakeholders.

To understand the space of research that tackles such critical bugs, we started with a literature survey. We used two keywords commonly used to refer to the software engineering activity of patching critical, post-production bugs: “hot fix” and “hot patch”. In doing so, we quickly noticed that the definitions in existing work are inconsistent which has diverged the research on the topic into two distinctly different fields.

The first focuses on the time-criticality aspect of patching the bug in the definition, leading the work down the path of how this patching process can be more efficient [7]–[9]. The second category delves into helping developers integrate changes dynamically, at runtime, without causing downtime to the deployed system [10]–[12]. This second set of papers focuses more on binary-level patching and its dynamic propagation into live systems. This split between the definitions creates a separation between the research that aligns with each. We thus provide a taxonomy of all of the definitions found and reflect on how associated research could drive future work.

Our survey of literature on hot patching and hot fixing revealed research in different silos. Existing works focus on either the detection of software defects and vulnerabilities, their mitigation, or the propagation of the patches onto a live system. Moreover, they only target a specific type of software issue (e.g., security vulnerability) or end system (e.g., kernel vs. application specific). We pose that research on hot patching and hot fixing can be represented in a unified framework, with an ultimate goal of creating an end-to-end automated solution that fully automates the process of predicting and mitigating issues in post-production software.

To realise our vision, we draw inspiration from several fields which until now have been somewhat orthogonal such as software testing [13], defect and vulnerability prediction [14] [15], automated program repair [16], binary analysis [17], data mining [18], and runtime patching [19]. Combining predictive modeling with automated program repair specifically has started to receive attention in the last few years with Nowack et al. [20] proposing tooling for predicting and fixing bugs within Java programs. Most recently Harman [21] posed that existing techniques should be explored for the “hot fix problem”, i.e., the need to discover and deploy fixes in real time. We aim to address this problem.

Drawing upon results of our survey on hot patching and hot fixing, we propose a fully automated and extensible framework (Figure 1) that predicts critical software issues, provides mitigation solutions in the form of a patch, which is then applied to the software system at runtime. We outline how each of the components can be realised.

By clarifying terminology on hot patching and hot fixing, and presenting a unified framework, we hope to inspire new
research directions and idea pollination between the different communities. The challenges will come from fitting the components from the different research fields together and do so in a scalable way. Our ultimate goal is realisation of the presented framework to increase reliability of production software.

II. SURVEY METHODOLOGY

To gather information on patching critical issues, that typically bypass the planned software release schedule, we conducted a literature survey using a primary search on two keywords: “hot patch” and “hot fix”. The search was conducted over four popular computer science search engines: IEEE Xplore, ACM Digital Library, ScienceDirect, and the DBLP Computer Science Bibliography. We found 547 search results for “hot fix” and 475 results for “hot patch”, with 136 relevant to patching software. The scope that we used for relevancy encapsulated all conferences, workshops, and journal papers as well as PhD theses published by 21/2/2023. Overall, we found 21 definitions for “hot fix” and 14 definitions for “hot patch” in our searches, in 33 distinct papers. We present these in the next section, pointing out differences and commonalities.

III. HOT PATCH OR HOT FIX? TERMINOLOGY EVOLUTION

Our review revealed that the origin of the terms “hot patch” and “hot fix” is unclear. It seems that originally the term hot in “hot patch” was intended to mean the liveness of the system in which the patch was being deployed. Given this, hot patching would mean patch deployment into running systems. However, this more literal definition began to shift in different directions that reflect the different stakeholders’ perspectives regarding hot patching activities. More specifically, for software developers, when a code change needs to be integrated into a live system, it must be a critical time-sensitive change. This is because otherwise it would simply be developed within the planned software release cycle. This is what we hypothesise created a split into two different definitions, described below, which we see in the literature today.

The first definition is what you may traditionally think of when a hot patch is mentioned in a conversation: a patch for a time-critical bug. This patch is usually small and temporary and needs to be deployed quickly to mitigate specific critical bugs. The second category addresses the dynamic property needed to integrate patches during program’s runtime. Research in the second category focuses on binary modifications to live programs, most commonly using techniques such as binary quilting [22]. The majority of research in this area is in the security and vulnerability mitigation domain. Finally, we found some field-specific definitions which place hot patching within a very specific context.

Our review revealed that the majority of “hot fix” terminology addresses the first category of definitions which targets the criticality element of this patching process. Whereas “hot patch” is a term more widely used to address the dynamic quality. However, there were some inconsistencies with this as well, i.e., Popovici et al. [23] refer to a hot-fix as “an extension applied to a running application server to modify the behavior of a large number of running components” and Limoncelli [24] refers to hot patches as those that target deployed high-priority bugs. Thus, we will be using the term hot fix in Section III-A, hot patch in Section III-B and the term syntax as it appears in the specific paper for Section III-C.

A. Criticality Definition

Definitions that address hot fixes solely as those that remedy pressing bugs that need immediate attention capture four different properties: patch size, patch permanency, bug criticality, and production status of the target system. The consensus across all definitions that address the patch size property is that a hot fix must be small in size as opposed to a service pack or a full new software version release [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30]. Casco [31] specifies that a hot fix must address one specific issue. Gupta et al. [32] mentions that it must be limited to either one or two. Agarwal and Garg [33] and Stanger [34]’s definitions leave this more ambiguous, stating that a hot fix targets multiple issues. Hot fixes are intended to be deployed temporarily while a permanent patch is being developed [35]. This is due to the time criticality element which limits the patch from being extensively tested before its integration into the system. Moreover, the intent of the patch is generally to mitigate the symptom of the critical bug rather than fully resolving its root cause as that would be more time-consuming and might even require some system redesign. While the criticality of the bug that the hot fix addresses is a property that is implied in this category of definitions, it’s not always explicitly stated. While some definitions mention that hot fixes are deployed to systems in production [24] [36], this property is not always directly conveyed. Karale et al. [37] note that hot fixes don’t need to always be released publicly. Finally, Bailey [38] regards hot fixes as Microsoft patches not included in the standard service pack.

To sum up, the majority of the literature in this category regards a hot fix as a small, temporary improvement to a specific critical issue in a deployed system. The following definition from the software security domain captures this well:

“A hotfix is a small patch file, generally targeted to one or two specific issues. Hotfixes are usually developed and released in a short timeframe, with less testing than is done for service packs” (Gupta et al. [32])

B. Run-time Definition

The second major category of definitions found regards hot patches as the patching of software dynamically [39] [30] [11] [40] [41] [42] [43]. This is especially prevalent for systems that have high availability requirements and require bug patches to be injected during runtime without having to reboot the system. An interesting contradiction that we found here is regarding the size of the patch. As previously explained, the first category of definitions highlights that hot patches must be small in size and specifically target a limited number of bugs. However, in the context of the dynamic...
definition, Popovici et al. [23] define a hot patch as an upgrade that modifies a large number of components in a server during runtime. Russinovich et al. [12] detail limitations of this technique, e.g., that it only supports function-level updates.

We found the following definition of a hot patch to best encapsulate the most common usage of the term in the literature, as described above:

“Hot-patching consists of applying a patch to running software without requiring that the software or system be restarted.” (Reffett and Fleck [40])

C. Domain-Specific Definition

Additionally, depending on the domain of the research, some work provides field-specific definitions. Han et al. [44] define hot-fix from the perspective of an RNN-based speech recognition system where they expect a query’s results to be only minimally affected by a hot patch. Hargrave’s Communications dictionary [45] describes hot fixes as migrating disk sectors within the LAN. In the domain of operating systems specifically, hot patching is defined as deploying patches within the kernel dynamically [46]. In the context of software testing, Chen et al. [47] regard a hotfix as an implementation in which a code section is wrapped so that during execution the program can be updated to the buggy version. Hotfixes have also been defined in the domain of information retrieval. Here, the top items are shuffled and then ranked based on feedback from user clicks [48]. For firmware, hot-patching is the ability to patch firmware to a device while maintaining the availability of the system [49]. Finally, Illes-Seifert et al. [50] look at hotfixes from a different lens where they consider an update to be a hotfix if it was integrated within the first 5% of time between two consecutive version releases.

Chen et al. [51], provide a definition that combines both of the aforementioned definition categories of time-sensitivity and during runtime integration. Although their paper focuses on security vulnerability patching and their definition is bound and during runtime integration. Although their paper focuses on security vulnerability patching and their definition is bound within that scope, it does capture and summarize all of the properties found in previous definitions.

IV. VISION FOR AN END-TO-END AUTOMATED SOLUTION

Our survey of the literature revealed that the terms “hot patch” and “hot fix” have been used in different contexts in different domains. This conclusion incited us to propose a unified framework that we hope will foster collaboration and the flow of ideas between the different research fields.

Our vision entails a fully-automated end-to-end framework for the treatment of software vulnerabilities and defects (which we refer to as risks here for brevity) in post-production systems. We present it in Figure 1. The framework is composed of three major parts: detection of software risks that need to be mitigated, mitigation techniques to generate patches for those risks, and finally propagation of the patches into the system during runtime.

In the following Framework for Software Risk Detection & Mitigation

A. Defect Prediction

When a critical bug is discovered through a failure in the live system or through reports by users, developers have a very limited time to generate a patch. The longer it takes for a patch to get deployed, the more monetary and reputational damage gets caused to the enterprise. The goal of our framework is to minimise that window as much as possible. One way of doing so is integrating a defect prediction module that scans the system and foresee likely defective code snippets. Multiple techniques already exist for defect prediction [14]. These predicted code snippets can then become the target for more extensive testing. If the testing then reveals the defect, patch generation efforts can be directed towards it to hot patch the system before the defect manifests in production.

B. Automated Test Generation

The purpose of this module is to use to generate automated tests for the code sections that the defect prediction module foresees as defective. Once a code section is predicted to be defective, we generate tests that reveal this defect, to aid patch generation strategies (Section IV-H). We will use defect prediction analysis to build an oracle for test generation. Several automated test generation techniques already exist which can be used in combination with each other to increase the likelihood of revealing the defect [52]. Additionally, automated hypertest generation [53] to detect security vulnerabilities can be utilised here. Mesecan et al. [53] focus on information leakage, though the techniques could be extended to detect side-channel attacks, for instance.

C. Vulnerability Prediction

To be able to hot patch security weaknesses, software developers must get ahead of the attackers in detecting the system’s vulnerabilities. This will allow the developers to have
the time to generate the patch and deploy it. Thus, we see a vulnerability prediction component as a part of our vision for an end-to-end framework for hot patching live systems. There is already abundant research on security vulnerability prediction which can be utilised in making up this component [15].

Tunde-Onadele et al. [54] present a concrete example of how vulnerability prediction can be integrated as tooling for the context of hot patching security holes. Their work presents an anomaly detection module that combines system call tracing and an unsupervised machine learning algorithm to detect vulnerability exploitation.

D. Vulnerability Extraction

Given the outputs of the vulnerability prediction module, we need a component that correlates the predicted exploitation with known vulnerabilities. This will allow us to automate the patching of the security hole by applying the known vulnerability patch to the predicted exploit. In continuation of the work by Tunde-Onadele et al. [54] (Section IV-C), they extract the most frequently appeared system calls during the exploit period to identify the specific vulnerability. Mesecan et al. [53] present a dynamic algorithm for information leak localization guided by hypertests (to be generated in the automated test generation module). Using this, information leakage vulnerabilities can be extracted, to be mitigated in the vulnerability remediation module.

E. Vulnerability Remediation

If the vulnerability extraction module was able to match the exploit with a known vulnerability, then the remediation of the vulnerability becomes easy to automate. We simply need a module to automate the application of the released update that patches this vulnerability. For instance, Bard et al. [55] present a framework that can automatically insert vulnerability mitigations.

F. Ad-hoc Test Generation

The main purpose of this component is to ease the reproduction of the bug in the development environment. This module is inspired by Saieva et al. [56]. In their work, they replay the inputs from the production environment while accounting for non-determinism. Once a patch is generated, this component can behave as a second layer of verification for checking whether the generated patch does indeed mitigate the symptom as it was observed in the production environment.

G. Log Analysis

The log analysis module processes the crash logs from the production environment (most commonly from the users themselves, but in non-user-facing systems this is not always true). Crash logs are hard to decipher manually, so a component like this will help in two ways. Firstly, it will parse the log, which will make it easier for the software developers to make sense of the crash and thus meet the criticality requirement for generating a hot patch manually if needed more quickly. Secondly, it will aid in the automation of producing the patch as its output can inform the patch generation module. Existing work can inspires this component, such as “The Crash Analyzer” [7] which aggregates crash logs, mines crash patterns, and generates reproducible scenarios.

H. Patch Generation

For optimised efficacy and effectiveness, the patch generation component would combine multiple automated program repair techniques. Current approaches in automated program repair can be categorised into three types: constraint-based, learning-based, and heuristic-based techniques [57]. The combination of these repair strategies would complement each other as each strategy has its strengths and weaknesses. The test-based techniques will be able to successfully integrate here due to the automated test generation component that we include in the framework (recall Section IV-B).

As per the definition of a hot patch, the generated patches are meant to be temporary. The purpose of a hot patch is to mitigate the symptoms of the defect temporarily while a more permanent patch is being developed. The reason for this is the time criticality element which prevents developers from having the time to fix the root cause of the issue or the time to extensively test the patch.

An example that would work well in this module to temporarily mitigate failure symptoms is genetic-based program repair [58], [59], [60]. With increasing abilities of large-language models [61], these can be used for quick patch generation, which will be verified with testing. Another idea that can be adopted here is the work by Gomez et al. [7]. They describe a high-level patch generator similarly but specifically present the “Patcher” module which takes system traces (outputs of a module similar to the log analysis component from Section IV-C) and wraps try-catch blocks around suspicious methods as a temporary fix.

I. Dynamic Patch Propagation

Once an acceptable patch is generated, we must be able to deploy it into the system dynamically. The way to propagate the patch will depend on the type of system that we are deploying into. Various techniques for different types of systems exist [19], e.g. Gómez et al. [7] use Dexpler [62] and the Vulmetis [63] tooling which converts patches into hot patches using weakest precondition reasoning.

J. Binary Patch Decomposition

One of the major risks of hot patching specifically and software upgrades generally is breaking functionality due to incompatibility [56]. Thus, the purpose of this module is to alleviate this friction. The binary decomposition algorithm [56] makes this possible by breaking down the patch into its building blocks. Developers will include metadata with the patch that details the dependencies of the patch between versions, allowing partial deployment of the patch into the live system if necessary.
In this paper, we discuss the crucial task in the software engineering life cycle of alleviating the symptoms of software problems in live systems. We find that there are contradictions in terminology in the literature on this topic. Thus, we begin by providing a taxonomy of the coined terms for this task, hot patch and hot fix, to clarify these inconsistencies and help drive research in the area forward. This paper presents our vision for a novel framework that encapsulates the automated detection of critical software issues in the system through the prediction of functional defects and security vulnerabilities, automating their mitigation through patch generation, as well as automating the propagation of these patches to systems in production. Our research agenda aggregates existing work from different software engineering fields which we hope will facilitate collaboration between the communities and encourage new research directions. In our future work, we plan to begin realizing this framework.
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